We present a framework to quantify the extent to which an approximate Hamiltonian is a suitable model for a real Hamiltonian, based on the degree of stability of the approximate constants of motion that are exact constants in the model. By observing the evolution under the real Hamiltonian of packets prepared initially as eigenstates of the model Hamiltonian, we are able to define quantitative criteria for the quality of the approximation represented by the model. Quantitative measures emerge for the concepts of "approximate constant of the motion" and "pretty good quantum number". This approach is intended for evaluating alternative starting points for perturbational and variational calculations, and for extracting physical insights from elaborate calculations of real systems. The use of the analysis is illustrated with examples of a one-dimensional Morse oscillator approximated by a harmonic oscillator and by another Morse oscillator, and then by a less trivial system, an anharmonic, nonseparable two-dimensiqnal oscillator, specifically a Henon-Heiles potential modified with a fourth-order term to keep all states bound. The higher the angular momentum within any given band, the better the angular momentum is conserved. The square of the angular momentum is less well conserved than the angular momentum itself.
I. Introduction
The concept of the "approximate constant of the motion" has never been given a precise, useful, quantitative meaning. Undoubtedly, this is in no small part because the approximate nature of the concept does not beg for rigor; we all have an intuitive idea of what the term connotes, and for most of us this is sufficient.
By asking "How approximate?", however, we can gain insight into the applicability of various trial systems as models for a real system. This is especially important to the researcher who makes extensive use of perturbational or variational techniques. The choice of basis set in perturbational or variational calculations is intimately tied to this concept. The choice of basis set implies a choiceof model system, each of which has its own set of constants of the motion. The extent to which these constants are maintained under conditions of the true Hamiltonian determine the suitability of the model system for emulating the true one. Manifestations of this success are the rate of convergence and quality of convergence of the representation.
The earliest allusion that we could find to an approximate constant of the motion was due to van Vleck, when he wrote in 1932 on the quantization of electronic angular momentum in diatomic molecules.' More recently, the idea has been used in the context of chaotic dynamics in molecules.2 Additionally, a method has been developed for the determination of exact and approximate constants of the motion for systems whose Hamiltonians can be expressed as polynomials in positions and momenta. 3 We define an approximate constant of the motio! to be an observable X associated with an operator A such that A does not commute with the exact Hamiltonian, S, but does commute with SO, an approximation of the exact Hamiltonian. To be an approximateconstant of the motion, it must also satisfy one more condition: fluctuations of X about its mean value should be smaller than the spacing of the levels of the quantum number of the approximate Hamiltonian. Quantifying this and other useful criteria is the goal of this study.
In section 2 we define the problem more precisely and derive expressions to evaluate the aforementioned set of criteria. In section 3 we present the model analysis that we use to demonstrate Abstract published in Advance ACS Abstracts, March 1, 1994. the utility of the framework, and in section 4 we present and discuss the results from this model. Concluding remarks and future directions are to be found in section 5. In section 6 we introduce the anharmonic, nonseparable two-dimensional rotor that servesas our first nontrivialmodelsystem. Section 7 presents the results of the analysis of this system. Section 8 contains a summary of our conclusions.
II. Framework
We wish to know how an observable that is a constant of the motion for ?YO, an approximate Hamiltonian, changes in time if the observable is not a constant of the motion of % = 720 + 7fl, theexact Hamiltonian. Morespecifically, we wish to know under what circumstances such an approximation will yield approximate quantum numbers that are indicative of the behavior of the exact system. Most often, the term % I will be only a perturbation on the potential.
When we des:ribe a quantum number, say A, corresponding to the operator A, as 'approximate", what we are really saying is that X remains near its expectation value for almost all times. That is, if we allow a system prepared in an eigenstate of the approximate Hamiltonian to evolve under conditions of the exact Hamiltonian, there will be little variability evident in successive measured values of the observable A.
Let SO, the approximate Hamiltonian, have bound stationary orthonormal eigenstates It), I : ), ..., k). Similarly, let H have bound stationary orthonormal eigenstates I ; ), I : ) , ..., b) and let w, = E(lA))/h. Furthermore, let the operator Ao commute with 7f0 with eigenvalues given by A ? : ) = A,,,$). The superscipt 0 on the operator is a reminder that it commutes with SO and not with 7-f. It is also convenient to define the density operators:
In the following derivation, the continuum regions that may be present for both Hamiltonians have been disregarded. The reason for this will be discussed below. Now, let us assume that Xis a candidate approximate constant of the motion for some system. The system is prepared in state 1 :) at time t = 0. We ask how the wavepacket evolves under the influence of H. quantities for determining the behavior of a proposed approximate quantum number.-As shown in eq 6, the ajn f o r j # n give rise Lo oscillations in (Ao)(t), thus are indicators of the "badness" of AO. The coefficien? aj,, on the other hand, lend time-independent contributions to (Ao) ( t ) , thus are indicators of the "goodness" of do.
More specifically, the sum in eq 6 is composed of terms of two types: those of nonzero frequency and those of zero frequency. The terms of nonzero frequency oscillate in time and in the long run each averages to zero. The terms of zero-frequency are constant in time, so that the average value of (Ao)(t), denoted by (do) is given by -The variance of any linear combination of sine and cosine terms is easily shown to be one-half of the sum of the squares of the amplitudes, so that we can find the standard deviation, QA, of the above quantity from 
where "spacing" is the mean spacing -of quantum levels in the vicinity of the corresponding (io). If (do)(t) were simply a cosine curve, then the badness would be the curve's amplitude divided by the spacing. An approximate constant of the motion must have small values of the badness, whether this is due to small UA, large spacing, or a combination of the two. When a wave packet which is an eigenfunction of the zerothorder Hamiltonian is allowed to evolve under conditions of the exact Hamiltonian, the magnitude of the overlap of the wave packet at later times with theinitial wave packet is almost certainly less than 1. Since this self-overlap, or autocorrelation, is in general complex-valued, we look at its magnitude squared: Up to this point, a critical objection to the entire formulation is that we need to know too much about H, the exact Hamiltonian.
We need to known not only the energy levels and degeneracies of H , but also the overlaps of its eigenfunctions with those of Ho, the zeroth-order Hamiltonian. If we already have all of this information, then there seems to be no need for an approximation to the exact Hamiltonian, but we can now recast the above formulation in a way to make it applicable to those cases in which we known little, if anything, about the solutions of the true Hamiltonian. Such an approach only requires looking at the above equations from a slightly diffeient point of view. There are several techniques for the numerical propagation of a wavepacket on a potential energy surface. If we prepare the initial state I f ' ) and numerically propagate it according to H , the -The newly defhed coefficients a,, prove to be very impoitant exact Hamiltonian, we can determine Sz(t) and S2 from the -time-dependent overlaps. Furthermore, and rather surpisingly, S2 is just the inverse of n*, the effective number of states. Thus the effective number of states, whose calculation one might have thought one needed detailed information of the solutions of the first-order Hamiltonian, turns out to be calculated even from just a numerical propagation of the wavepacket on the accurate potential. According to eqs 4 and 6 , when the wave packet is expanded in the basis set of the zeroth-order Hamiltonian, the coefficients exhibit individual time dependencies rather than the simple factorable phase factor e-i*t/*. Given that the initial state was I ; ), an eigenstate of So, we wish to known how much another state, say I : ) , contributes at a later time and how much, in the long run, that state contributes to \k(t). The time dependent density of I : ) , given the initial state I?), in \ k ( t ) is given by
Because only the diagonal terms survive averaging, the long time average of P(mli) is given by N -and it is evident that P(mli) = I(\l\k(t))l' and that P,(ili) = Sz. In a numerical treatment of the propagation of the wave packet, the P(m(i) and therefore the P,(m(i) can be calculated, thus even in the absence of any knowledge of the full solutions of the exact system, we can still use eq 6 to analyze candidate approximate constants of the motion. The approximated constant of the motion can be calculated by recalliqg that P(m1i) is just Ib,(t)12 so that eq 6 can still be used to find (Ao)(t) and, if desired, the ajk can be determined by Fourier transform.
The above framework can be considered from a timeindependent view or a time-dependent view. The former is natural when the solutions of the true Hamiltonian are known. In the time-independent approach, we regard the approximation of the zeroth-order Hamiltonian as introducing a dispersion of eigenvalues. All of the functions and quantities that we may need can be expressed in terms of the time-independent parameters of energy levels and overlaps. Unfortunately, however, we rarely have detailed knowledge of the solutions of the true Hamiltonian, and it is in these cases that the time-dependent view comes into play. In this approach, we rely on measurements of the evolution of a prepared state, "naturally chosen" as an eigenstate of %o. By recording a time series of the overlap of the initial state with eigenfunctions of So, we can calculate the same dynamical information that we could get from detailed knowledge of the true Hamiltonian. Additionally, the time-dependent approach yields information on the spacing of energy levels of the true Hamiltonian.
System and Method
In the early days of quantum mechanics, Morse proposed a model potential for diatomics and derived analytic wave functions for it.5 For the most part: the Morse potential displays the behavior of diatomic molecule. To illustrate the use of the above framework, we take the true Hamiltonian to be that of a nonrotating Fz molecule modeled by the Morse potential. This particular molecule was chosen because its Morse parameter^',^ yield a large enough number of bound states ( N = 28) to alleviate problems of convergence and yet few enough bound states to make the problem tractable.
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Braier and Berry The analysis of the previous section was applied to F2 using three approximate Hamiltonians. Two of these Hamiltonians were Morse oscillators, and the third was a simple harmonic oscillator. The two approximate Morse oscillators differ from that of the "true Hamiltonian" in that the potential is either wider or narrower by an amount sufficient either to increase or decrease the number of bound state by 4. We judged this difference large enough to have a significant impact on the higherenergy states, yet small enough to have a nominal effect on the very lowest states. Because of Morse and harmonic oscillations have analytic solutions, we applied the time-independent approach in this study.
The parameters for the harmonic oscillator were chosen to maximize the overlap between the ground states of 7f0 and 7f. If the Morse ground state is expanded as an exponential of a power series in the displacement, it can be shown that the overlap is maximized when the curvatures at the minima are identical, which is to be expected on intuitive grounds. Three of the above four potentials are plotted in Figure 1 .
These two sorts of approximation to the true Hamiltonian serve as examples of two sorts of perturbations to %. The first of these, represented by the wider and the narrower Morse potentials, illustrates the case in which the perturbation 7f1 actually is only a small perturbation on 7f. This is, of course, the ideal situation from which to approach a problem utilizing variational or perturbational methods. Even in the cases presented here, however, 7fl is still large enough that the higher energy states differ significantly from the corresponding eigenstates of 7f.
The second sort of approximation arises when the perturbation is large compared to the true Hamiltonian. This situation is represented by the case of the harmonic approximation. The harmonic potential is a poor approximation to a molecular stretching vibration (except possibly for the very lowest energy levels) for many reasons, among which are (1) different boundary conditions, (2) an infinite number of discrete states and no continuum states, and (3) parity of wave functions. Nevertheless, the hamonic oscillator is so easy to use that it is commonly used as the first approximation for actual molecular vibration^.^ Throughout this work we used analytic Morse and harmonic wave functions. The overlaps between the wave functions of 7f and those of 7f1 were determined numerically using a variable step size RungeKutta differential equations solver.1° The equations of the previous section were then applied exactly. All calculations were done on a Silicon Graphics 40280 computer.
IV. Results
The results for the narrow and wide Morse approximations were qualitatively similar, so we shall only present those of the narrow Morseapproximation and of the harmonic approximation. The expansion efficacies. defined in section 2. of the narrow Morse and the harmonic approximations in are shown in Figure  2 . Despite the failure of convergence for the narrow .Morse case at high energy levels. the expansions are quite good for a very wide range of energy. Contrast this with the harmonic approximation in Figure 2b , for which the cxpansion can be said to succeed only for the very lowest energy levels.
These rcsultsalonedo not imply that the Morseapproximation is g d for a wide range of levels or that the harmonic approximation is good only for a small range of energy levels.
The success of an expansion is not in itself an indicator of a good model system. It is, rather. the failure of the expansion in particular regimes that tells us of the limitations of the model system. Where theexpansionsucceeds. theanalysis may continue. but where the expansion fails, continuation of the analysis is of questionable value.
The effective numbers of statcs for the energy levels of both modelsystemsarepnsentedin Figure) . Note howforthenarrow Morse potential n* rises slowly and how even at the sixteenth excited state no is still less than 2. This is markedly different from the harmonic potential, for which n* rises very rapidly with the approximate state, skyrocketing past 6.0 even at the fifth excited state. When examining Figure 3 , one should also recall that ?' for each initial state is just the inverse of n' for that state.
Wecangain furtherinsight into thenatureofn' by examining more closely two states selected from each approximation.
In each of the two cases wherein the initial wave packet is chosen as the ground state of the zeroth-order system, the magnitudeoftheoverlap with the first-ordcrgroundstatc is near unity. Theeffective numbersofstates for these two wavepackets are correspondingly small. Such is not necessarily the case for the excited states. however. The coefficients of the tenth excited state of the narrow Morse potential, Figure 4b , show a much broader distribution than does the ground state. but as this distribution is also highly peaked, n* is not substantially greater than one. According to Figure Zb , the thirdexcitedstateoftheharmonic Hamiltoniancan beexpandedvery successfully in theexact basis, but the coefficients of this expansion, shown in Figure 4d , reveal a very broad distribution of states and a high effective numbcr of states. We can expect, therefore, that even for energies as low as the third excited state, the harmonic approximation to the Fz potential is poor.
In Figure5 wetracetheevolutionof ( 7 f o ) ( t ) forseveralstates of each approximate Hamiltonian. Except for the uppermost energies the fluctuations of ( 7 f o ) ( t ) in the narrow Morse approximation are quite small and smaller than the spacing of energy levels of eo. The fluctuations of ( 7 f o ) ( t ) under the harmonic approximation, Figure 5b , are much larger and are attained at much lower energies. This behavior is reiterated in Figure 6 in which we follow the evolution of S*(t) for the same states as in Figure 5 . The good correlation at low energies is seen to decay with increasing quantum number of the initial state.
Valuesofthe badnessareplottedin Figure7 forthe twozerothorder Hamiltonians. Thefirstdozenorsolevelswithin theMorse approximation have quite small values of the badness, but then they rise steeply, initially mostly due to the larger fluctuations in (7f0). Within the harmonic approximation the spacing of the levelsisconstant,and therisein thebadnessissolelyattributable to the increasing fluctuations of (SO) with increasing energy. configuration. For thelowerenergystates, thewave packetnever ventures far from, and often returns near to, the initial state. As the initial approximate quantum number is increased, however, :'decreases and thereturns to theinitial statearemuch weaker.
V. System and Method for the Two-Dimensional Rotor
We constructed an anisotropic two-dimensional model potential tobeusedinthisstudy;itisamodifiedH€non-Heilespotential." The difference between the Henon-Heiles potential and the present one V = 'I2? + 'l3kr3 cos 38 + '/lskZr4 (14) is in the fourth-order term. This term is just large enough to ensure the existence of exactly one minimum, located at theorigin. Its purpose is to eliminate the exit channels, located at 9 = r / 3 , T, and 5*/3 in the unmodified potential, which can cause complications in quantum mechanical studies. The terms containing the perturbation parameter k in this potentialcomprise the perturbation, V,. When k = 0, then VI = 0 and 7f0 = 7fl.
When k + 0, the angular momentum is no longer a constant of the motion. This potential is plotted in Figure 8 for the two values of k used in the present work.
There are two independent constants of the motion for the zeroth-order potential, V = 1/2r2. We shall designate the states whichareeigenfunctionsof 7f, and = xpy-yp,as In,n8) where n,is theprincipalquantumnumberandn,is theangularquantum number. These eigenfunctions have been discussed by CohenTannoudjietal.'2 Inatomicunits theenergy levelsofthissystem are given by n, + I and the angular momentum by m, where n, = n, n,-I , ..., -n,. Note that because the system is only twodimensional, measurements of L' give eigenvalues of m2.
For nonzero ktheeigenfunctionsareat most2-folddegenerate. This is readily seen because the perturbed potential belongs to the point group C3,, which has only one-and two-dimensional representations.
Because the expeetation values of products of operators that commute with the zeroth-order Hamiltonian bear no obvious relationship to their components in the first-order system and to lay the groundwork for future work with three-dimensional systems, we studied the conservation of both the angular momentum and its square in the present work.
Suppose that we havesomearhitrary initial wave packet *(to) and Hamiltonian 7f. If we propagate the system to time f1 we find the evolved wave packet in state U(tl). Now reflect both *(to) and 7f through some axis (as this is a two-dimensional system) and propagate the transformed system also to time rl.
The two final states must be identical (apart from the reflection) because space is inherently achiral. That is, in the absence of spin, if there are two systems which are at any moment related by a reflection, then thosesystemsretain that relation throughout their respective evolutions. (Spin, if present, should be reversed in order to preserve this property.) Applying this result to the case at hand, we can plainly see that such a reflection on the initial state In&) and 7f,, through a reflection element of H,, resultsinan initialstateofoppositeangular momentum, In,-ne), whileleaving 7 f , unaffected. lfweexpress theangular momenta of these states as (i)+(r) and @ . ( I ) , respectively, we conclude that ( i ) + ( t ) = -M t ) ( 
15)
and we note that as a corollary, (&t) = 0 for any zeroth-order initial state of z~r o angular momentum. Similar reasoning can be applied to ( L 2 ) ( t ) to show that 
( i 2 ) . ( t ) = (i2)+(t)
(16)
P+(t) = P.(t)
( 17) that is, that the autocorrelation is unaffected by the sign of the initial angular momentum. With these results, the number of states that we need to consider has been cut roughly in half.
We know only very little about the eigenfunctions of e,, so we employed the time-dependent approach outlined previously. We modified a wave-packet propagation program" written for a Thinking Machines CM-2, a massively parallel computer. Details of the Chebysheff algorithm'' used by the code and details of the cpde itself15 pay be found elsewhere. We then calculated P(t), (L)(t),and (L2)(t) directlyfromtheevolvingwavepacket. These data were then analyzed on an IBM RS6000 computer.
Westudiedinitialstateswithn,S 6foralll4witbaperturbation
of k = 0.1, for a total of 16 states. As a test of both theory and the computer code. eqs 15-17 were verified computationally for several states.
VI. Results for the Rotor
Tbeactualenergiesoftheevolving wavepackets, listed inTable I, deviated only slightly from the energies of the unperturbed eigenfunctions. All energiesandmomentaareexpressed in atomic units. The energy of the initial state )6,0) was 7.046, only 0.66% off from 7, the zeroth-order energy. The energies, therefore, are quite insensitive to the perturbation and are poor indicators of the quality of the model system. In this section we will discuss results for Lz and Lz2, both of which are much more sensitive indicators.
for 13 of the 16 studied states with n, 5 6. The error bars extend 2'/20r, in each direction in order to show the magnitude of the fluctuations.
Three states did not converge sufficiently to be used reliably; these are the states 13.3). 15,3), and 16.6). We hypothesize that in each of these cases the 3-fold symmetry of the initial state resulted in enhanced overlaps with nearly degenerate states of the 3-fold symmetric potential. Interference between thesestates inturncaused thelong-termoscillationsand lackofconvergence. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that n* for each of these states is appreciably larger than for the other states of similar energy.
In Figure IO we have plotted @)(I) for the initial states(3.1) and 13,3) to illustrate the qualitative differences between the two situations. The evolution displayed by state (3,l) is typical of stat= with nonzero no, where nr is not a multiple of three. In Figure 9 is a plot of these cases, quantities such as n* and . Ez converge rapidly as a function of time. This is obviously not the situation with state 13.3). whose evolution is typical ofthare states where no is a multiple of three. Even though the short-time oscillations for state 13.3) aresmaller than for 13,l). there isalso avery-long-timeoscillation ofperiod 102 fs. Thislong-timebehavioriscaused by interference between states separated by about 0.0015 au in energy. The effect is not quite so large for state 15,3) owing to a greater lifting of degeneracy at the higher energy but gets appreciably worse for state 16,6), most likely because this latter state is both 3-fold and6-foldsymmetric, leading toevengreateroverlapswithother states than in the strictly 3-fold (n, = 3) case.
= 0. With the preceding exception, the most obvious effect of the perturbation is the dramatic increase in the deviations of &)(I) with increasing energy. This effect is less pronounced for states of maximal angular momentum, In&, but is nevertheless noticeably present. It is interesting to note that in theshort term, this even holds true when Q is a multiple of three. See Figure 10 .
We can also see from Figure 9 that for a given n, the angular momentum is conserved less well with decreasing Q (with the exception of no = 0). The average angular momenta for states of maximal angular momentum fit quite well to a straight line. This is also true for the states ln,n-2) and possibly In,&), hut lack of data prevents further extrapolation. Now lets consider a set of states with a given Q and varying, n,. Ifin Figure9 weconnecttheifor thosestateswithastraight line, we can see that the slope of this line is negative and increases in magnitude with increasing Q. The main effect of the perturbation on is one of decreasing I ! / from its initial value.
In Figure I 1 we plot the results for the square of the angular momentum. Every state converged to give a stable expectation value for L,Z. However, those states that did not converge for L, required appreciably longer runs than were required for the other states.
A qualitative interpretation of the previously discussed observations regarding 3-fold symmetric states is that the symmetry shared by the initial wavepacket and the noncentral potential causes periodic reversal of the angular momentum. If this is true then we can expect determinations of (22)(t) for these states to converge at a rate comparable to other states. This, in fact turns out to be the case.
As in the case of (Lz)(t), for a given n,, L,2 is conserved better with increasing ne. Here, however, the initial states with ne = 0 are not immune to the spoiling of L,Z, and as the energy is increased, the magnitudes of fluctuations increase far more rapidly than they do for L,.
The fluctuations also behave quantitatively differently from those of L,. For states with large Inel relative to n, we still have L,2 < ngz, but for smaller n& thedirection of the inequalitychanges.
This contributes to the overlapping of (Lz2)(t) (see Figure 11 ) that spoils the usefulness of no2.
VII. Conclusions
In this study, we have derived a framework within which we can test and quantify the utility of a model quantum system. When several model systems are available, one can apply the methods shown here to determine which model system is best suited for the investigator's purpose.
The first sections dealt with a one-dimensional, nondegenerate
system. For such a system, the effective number of states n* is a useful concept. For systems with degeneracies, such as the isotropic rotor or oscillator in two or more dimensions, the concept can be extended by making it an "effective number of eigenvalues" or of energy levels.
In the two-dimensional rotor, the perturbation that spoils the zero-order Hamiltonian manifests itself in two ways. First, as the energy of the wave packet is increased, the angular momentum is increasly spoiled. Second, within the manifold of states corresponding to the same principal quantum number in zeroth order, those states with smaller 1 4 are more affected with respect to spoilage of their angular momentum; the exceptions are states of zero angular momentum, whose angular momentum is conserved by symmetry.
Although these same trends are exhibited by t2, this latter quantity tends to be more spoiled than t itself, as shown by the corresponding larger B values. We speculate that this is because the third-and four-order perturbations cause the energy levels of the perturbed system to diverge more quickly than those of the unperturbed system, which has constant spacings.
At this point a comment is in order about the energies of the initial wave packets. Even when the effective number of states is large, or when the angular momentum is ill conserved, the energies of the wave packets are very nearly those of the unperturbed system. Comparison of this result with our observations about the angular momentum and its square shows that similarity of the energies of the two systems is not a reliable indicastor of the quanlity of a model system. The quantities-B and n*-derived in this study are more powerful indices of the validity of the model.
